Self Evaluation
Apprentice Draft Judge

To be completed by the Apprentice Judge and returned with their Judge’s Report to the BMDCA Draft Chair within 10 days of the Draft Test.

Apprentice Name _____________________________________________________________

Mentoring Judges for this test __________________________________________________

Test Host Club _____________________________ Test Date: _______________________

Including this assignment, A) how many Tests have you Apprenticed? _________________

B) how many Matches have you Apprenticed? _______________

This self evaluation provides the opportunity to highlight the strengths you just demonstrated, how these will contribute to the Drafting Community, and what you wish to accomplish at your next apprenticing opportunity. Add pages as needed.

Manuevering Courses
Discuss the review process and/or any changes you made in your maneuvering course plans after evaluating them with your mentors. (Your original plans, each Judge’s critique and any amended plans will be turned in with the Judge’s Evaluation packet, but feel free to include your own set with comments.)

Equipment Check
Discuss the equipment check process – what was your role? How were you integrated into the process by your mentors? Did anything unexpected occur – such as a regulation question, issues regarding handler equipment, etc.?
**Briefings and Walkthroughs**
Discuss the briefings and walkthroughs with handlers and stewards – what was your role? How were you integrated into the process by your mentors? How were you able to assist in answer handler questions?

Were there any question(s) from stewards or handlers that you didn’t feel confident in answering? Why?

**Calling Post Test Maneuvering Pattern for Team(s)**
Circle the class(es) of team(s) you called for: Novice Open Brace

Describe your experience calling patterns. Include reference to ability to communicate clearly with handlers (i.e., could they hear you? Understand you?); were your instructions clear and timely given for all exercises? Were there mistakes in your pattern calling? If so, how did you recover from them?

**Overall Performance**
First apprentice assignment, please answer: When during the Draft Test was it critical that the judges be in a specific location relative to the team? For each instance, tell where each Judge should be.
Additional apprentice assignments, please answer: How did moving throughout the ring at various parts of the test aid you in observing the teams? Did you see something the other judge(s) did not?

Discuss in detail your overall impression of this apprenticing assignment and your performance of specific tasks – what surprised you? For what aspects were you most prepared? Least prepared? What would you do differently at your next assignment, if anything?

*Please include this form with your Judge’s Report and send it to the BMDCA Draft Chair within 10 days of the test.*
If this is your first assignment, describe two qualities of a Draft Judge at which you excel, otherwise has your previous response changed?

If this is your first assignment, describe the two aspects of Draft Judging that you need to improve upon, otherwise how did you improve at this test and what would you like to accomplish with future Apprenticing assignments, if any?.

**Communication with Mentoring Judges**
Discuss your interaction with your mentoring judges – did they provide you with clear instructions? Did they answer your questions? Did they include you in all aspects of the test – both administrative and evaluative? Did they provide you with detailed feedback and an honest critique? Please be specific.

Please address any issues at this test that have not been discussed above.

Signed _____________________________________________ Date ___________

Please include this form with your Judge’s Report and send it to the BMDCA Draft Chair within 10 days of the test.